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Chapter 1
Summertime ... You Know
How the Livin’ Is
The day TiaRa del Fuego announced that she was leaving
Magawatta and that this was to be her last show did not dawn with
signs of foreboding. No three-legged lions appeared to warn of
impending loss. No ghosts walked. Thunder and lightning did not
roil the skies. All signs pointed to a quiet, dull Indiana summer
Sunday as usual, full of the mundane washing, shopping, small
advances in decorating projects that had been creeping toward
completion for decades, and the luxury of a nap on a hot, sticky
afternoon, wafted cool with a box fan that could evolve into naked
native boys waving palm fronds in the close of an eye and an edging
toward dreamland.
However, it seemed that some deity woke up bored and bitchy that
day, irritated by the prospect of endless hosannas and help me’s,
and looked down upon our small university town, so calm after the
retreating tide of students, and decided to stir up an anthill for fun.
My friends and I were drafted, unasked and unprepared, to provide
the entertainment.
We do not mind being middle-aged gay men in a small Indiana
town, but the reasons are not always obvious. Friends provide one
reason. Our Sunday confabs for TiaRa’s Parade of Gowns drag show
at Hoosier Daddy’s Drink and Dance Emporium provides another.
Hoosier Daddy’s is best viewed in semi-darkness through the screen of
a drink or five. Calling it seedy is a kindness. Daddy’s was opened
decades ago when some fruity entrepreneur had a vision—probably
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aided by the glimmer of a powder designed to rectify an over-supply
of cash—of creating the great magnet for imagined hordes of Papa
Bears and leather men lurking throughout Indiana's interior. It was
and remains a simple affair.
Anonymous glass doors from the street open to a small, dark foyer
and a small doorway, which can be blocked by a large bouncer if a
performance rates a cover charge, or should marauding college
boys bent on proving how straight they are by going to a gay bar
and calling attention to themselves rate an assault charge.
Passing through the door, a long, narrow bar—more corridor than
a destination—proffers stools for those too timid or looped to
venture into the cavernous meat-market beyond. At the end of the
bar, turning right, through double doors and a set of heavy
curtains, allows entry to the patio.
Most continue through to the main dance-a-teria, an inglorious
space built for function over form. Painted black, corners disappear
into gloom and sound proofing, its purpose is to contain the
pulsating cyclone of pheromones, leers and lust spasmodically
jerking to an unending, undulating, beat-laden blast, so that the
local citizenry can pass by, unaware of the decadancing contained
within.
The walls originally adorned with a random assortment of objay de
ouch, are now empty and black, except for an occasional spray of
glow-in-the-dark paint and thin shelves with high lips to prevent or
at least, reduce drink spills. The wide expanse of slightly sticky floor
allows dancing, stalking rituals, small clusters of imbibers trying to
scream conversations above the music, and wall flowers trying to
look interested, thoughtful, or at least, not uncomfortable while
swaying to the pounding beat. At the far end of the room, a small,
raised stage allowed a D.J. in a cage, surrounded by disks and
platters, knobs, dials, and lights, to control the brain churning, bass
heavy pulsations. By locking the cage, expensive equipment was
protected from spills and nimble fingers, and the stage could offer
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its siren song to extroverts of all ilks.
From its founding, Daddy’s was unassuming, unlovely, and for many
years, unsuccessful.
When it was first opened, the original dreamers quickly discovered
that Magawatta was a severe cultural oasis surrounded by miles of
wasteland, barren of thought or interesting activities and once one
wandered out into the backwater of Indiana’s unholy hinterland,
there were far fewer bears in them thar woods than imagined, so
the business languished.
After years of slow decay, new owners bought the bar for a song,
took down the slings and errors of outrageous misfortunes, and
sought a more eclectic crowd—adding karaoke one night a week
for those who had managed to completely drink away any vestige
of self-respect, a disco tea dance on Sunday afternoons, and drag
shows with singing by real men in real dresses on Wednesday and
Sunday nights. In that form, with rare infusions of repairs or
improvements, the bar has continued to draw a large enough
crowd of regulars to, if not flourish, at least remain open.
In addition to opening the demographic, they also opened their
patio, turning it into a restaurant. With a small investment, they
added a sancto-sanctorum. While turning right at the end of the bar
and entering the patio was, for the patron, a mere step through a
set of curtains; in the eyes of the accountants, the traveler had
crossed into a completely different legal entity. The owners
reasoned that a bit of food might bring in more customers and
encourage drinkers who had reached their useful limit not to leave,
but to sit outside and add something solid to the mix in their
stomachs, enabling a return to the bar for another go at the bottled
beast. By building the restaurant on the cheap and leasing it to
someone else, the owners got the benefits of fine dining without
the risk, hassles, or expense of running the operation. If it was
successful, they would collect a percentage. If it failed, there was
always another small-time operator with stars in their eyes ready to
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take a stab at the big time—if one could call a patio cafe that could
only be accessed by walking through a gay bar, which could only be
accessed by walking through a small, Indiana town, the big time.
However, they struck gold the first time out, leasing it to Nacho
Mama, a colorful character of uncertain gender and a penchant for
muumuus and cigars, whose place and persona became an instant
institution in Magawatta. Inside the bar, the code of conduct was
set by the owners, but once you stepped through the curtains and
onto the patio, you were in Nacho Mama’s domain and only the
foolish forgot that even once. No one forgot it twice.
The bar had changed. The clientele had changed. Only the name
remained. Hoosier Daddy was a name that could not be improved
upon, and so it stayed.
The cafe on the patio was a gathering of round wooden picnic-like
tables, umbrellas, and a diverse and challenging collection of
chairs. It offered fish and chips, small, uninspired sandwiches, and
an escape from the heat, noise, and crush inside. However, the
raison d’etre of the cafe and the only thing that the initiated ever
ordered, were its nachos—a baked and bedecked wonder of chips,
cheese, perfect beans, guacamole from heaven, and a salsa given
to mankind as a special gift from all that is good in the universe. A
single appellation named the cafe, the meal, and the muumuudraped owner and chef who rolled up to your table like a pirate,
often leaning on a thick wooden walking stick, holding several
orders of nachos aloft in one hand, seeing all, and stopping any
rowdiness in any place throughout the patio with a glare or a growl.
Click your heels together three times and say it, Dorothy. “Nacho
Mama, Nacho Mama, Nacho Mama,” and you will be whisked away
to a place of wonder, full of fun and frightful things with perhaps a
twinkle in the evil eye, with hopes and dreams and titillations for
mouth and mind. Nacho Mama—sovereign, kingdom, and bounty
all in one. Nacho Mama—a homo away from home on a hot, humid
summer day.
Yes, nachos were what we ate there, and drinking and talking and
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laughing and leering were what we did there—whenever possible,
but always on a Sunday. Go ahead. You know you want to. Pass
through the darkness of Hoosier Daddy, step through the magic
curtains into the light, and there we will be—any summer Sunday in
Nacho Mama's Patio Cafe.

Chapter 2
The Perfect Summer Drink

With few exceptions, the same group of reprobates gathered every
week. We are no longer young, but all have spent our years wisely
or wildly enough to hold one’s place when the conversation turns a
bit too bitchy. We enjoyed our youth, are enjoying the years beyond
youth without regret, and occasionally enjoy youths—when the
opportunity arises, as it were.
All societies celebrate the young, but in gay circles, this celebration
borders on idolatry. Twenty-somethings and now even teenysomethings who celebrate their coming out are welcomed into a
glorious disco summer camp with every conceivable need
provided. For those of us who are years past the realization and/or
announcement, being out offers far fewer invitations. We often find
ourselves between worlds—not certain of a welcome in either gay
or straight society.
In “normal” society, it is tiresome to yet again face the “ . . . and your
wife?” questions in every new group and to worry if it is going to be
an issue. If I have an urge to explore square dancing, must I find a
gay square—hmmm . . . Mr. Lynde springs to mind. Sometimes it’s
easier not to bother. Then there are those moments when it
suddenly pisses you off that you are supposed to feel gratitude
merely for being accepted or endured by the dominant pairing
paradigm.
In the gay community, the adulation of youth and horror of aging
can make one feel diseased. Even previously enjoyable activities
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can be snatched away. Take window shopping. I enjoy looking at a
pretty pair of pants when it walks by, even if I know it will never fit, I
can’t afford it, and the style is all wrong for a man of my years and
shape. I look because it is pretty, and I enjoy looking at pretty things.
But, if every time I go looking, the trousers, upon noticing my gaze,
gasp in horror, turn away with a look of sardonic pity, and begin to
whisper with their fellow couture, I eventually will give up looking.
So, when we find a group and an enjoyable activity where we can
simply be, without the need to prove or explain ourselves, then it is
something to be cherished. Not misty-eyed, bosom clutching
cherished, but those people and enjoyments are simply too dear to
give up without a care. Sunday afternoons were like that. That is
why, when one Sunday, TiaRa del Fuego—dear, sweet, damaged
TiaRa—announced that she had found love, yet again—this time on
a dating site and was leaving town to be with her new man who was
driving up that very day to help her move—well, we knew
something had to be done and quickly.
When I was a boy at summer camp, a group of us were led out one
night, stumbling over roots and rocks, for a lesson in astronomy.
Counselors using flashlights outlined constellations I was
completely unable to pick out from the thick background wash of
stars. None revealed themselves to me except the Big Dipper.
Against that night sky, so full of stars that I felt hopelessly
insignificant, the Dipper’s obvious handle and its bowl gleamed as if
an arrow pointed to it with the words, “Right Here!” flashing in neon.
I could follow the edge of the bowl and see the North Star
beckoning. It filled me with comfort because the counselor told us
that anywhere in the Northern hemisphere, that star would point
the way north. I knew the top of any map was north, so I felt,
standing out there in the chill of that mountain evening, so small
beneath all those stars, I now had a way of always knowing which
way was up.
The friends who met every Sunday at Nacho Mama’s Patio Cafe were
like that constellation pointing to that star. They gave me a sense
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that I could, with their help, always figure out which way was up.
While we never talked about it, we all knew that our small band
would always be there to lean on in a time of crisis. That is one of the
reasons I am glad of who, what, and where I am.
For me, the day TiaRa del Fuego announced she was leaving
Magawatta was filled with domestic tasks—shopping, cleaning,
napping, and other essentials. A bit after five, all was finished, the
disco tea dance had safely ended, and all was well when I headed
out to Hoosier Daddy for our Sunday evening ritual.

“Today’s drink,” Beau announced, as I wove through the tables
spread randomly across the patio, each boasting a colorful
umbrella offering false promise of coolness in its shade, “is Sweaty
Southern Sailors Balls.” Beau grinned, upended his glass, and licked
the rim before peering up at me. “Lime juice, pineapple nectar, rum,
a cherry, an olive, and a salty rim job. I do believe I have nearly hit
upon this year’s perfect summer drink.”
Beauregard T. Claybrook, a true child of the South, was practiced in
imbibing as a way to make a hot summer day bearable. As variety is
the spice of life, each summer he undertook a personal quest to
develop that year’s perfect drink. Just as the Chef De Caves blends
base wines in an unending search for the perfect champagne, Beau
diligently worked on a new cuvee to accessorize each summer’s
sultry afternoons.
He obviously had been diligently tinkering with the recipe this
afternoon, having that sweet and sleepy look that settles on him
about three drinks into divinations. Next to him, his aunt May sat
prim and proper, a genteel smile and glazed look softening her
wrinkled face like a gauze veil. Aunt May had moved, or been
moved, to live with Beau several years before when the South had
become too hot for her and she had continued to be too hot for the
South. From a distance, Aunt May looked every bit the correct
spinster—perfectly coiffed hair arraigned beneath a cobalt pillbox
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hat. However, each time that small, lace-bedecked lady unwrapped
her white-gloved hand from an empty glass and, with a touch of
amusement in her eye, began to speak, the charade of innocent
purity was decimated.
“Perhaps a little sweetness, dear.” Her suggestion was quiet. “To
add volume and contrast with the salt. As I remember, when
Zebediah Stuart returned from signing up for the Navy in his new
sailor uniform, all the girls who used to barely notice Zeb were
suddenly quite taken with him.” She picked up her glass and her
tongue flicked out to briefly sample the lip of the glass. “I do believe
it was the uniform, particularly the bell-bottomed, button-up
britches. Seeing him in those britches made them think of salt and
the sweetness that lay just out of reach . . . or perhaps, within reach
if one was fast and skillful with so many buttons.” She cocked her
head and caressed the glass. “Of course, they insisted on playing
blushing belles, but I marched right up, pulled that boy off the
porch and out to the wood shed, unbuttoned everything necessary
likity-split, and showed him what I could provide as an audition.”
Eyes looking back to a scene I certainly wouldn’t be averse to
watching, May continued, “Needless to say, I was invited back to
perform in the first and second acts as well.” She sighed. “We would
have happily performed an encore, but alas, he was shipping out in
the morning. I heard that he died from a shaving cut that went
septic.” She shook her head and sighed again. “All those guns and
bombs, and it was shaving that killed him. I always thought he
would look more dashing with a beard. I told him so, and I wish he
had listened.” She smiled at Beau. “They were right—he did have
salty balls, and a sweetness in him, both metaphorically and
literally. I sampled both . . . So, add something sweet, my dear . . . for
Zebediah.”
Beau nodded. He was firm in the knowledge that Aunt May knew
her way around the follies and jollies of bottled adventures far more
than he ever would, and he was happy to sit at the feet of such a
guru, gleaning tidbits as he sat, becoming an ever-growing fount of
knowledge.
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Developing the perfect summer drink is not an easy prospect in
Indiana’s heat and stultifying humidity. A little mouthful of
something cool and kicky dangles the dual promises of relief from
the tensions of the day—and life—and escape from stultifying
boredom when summer ennui looms large. On any summer day
and particularly on a Sunday, one may easily be tempted to turn to a
refreshing beverage a bit too often and lose count a bit too quickly.
Unfortunately, such inattention can easily plunge the unwary into
an unplanned and overlong romp with the bottle divine, seasoned
with a dash of angst. Given the proper amount of an improper
substance, one is certain to be rewarded at the very least, with a
painful Monday and often, the additional adventure of greeting the
dawn with a strange bedfellow from Trolls-R-Us gazing at you with
complete and never-ending love and adoration, who you realize,
even in your painful, fuzzy state, is going to require as much
yanking and suffering to extract as an impacted wisdom tooth. A
perfect summer drink stands between the need for refreshment
with a kick and a night that ends in tears. A perfect summer drink
appeals without providing unbearable temptation. Add to that the
importance of maintaining the vitamins and salt lost through
frequent trips to the loo and small rivers of sweat in crevasses which
will remain nameless and the challenge of a summer drink that is
refreshing, but not so light that it may encourage gulps or too
frequent sipping is no easy task. In the face of this momentous
challenge, Beau rose like a knight defending his maiden’s honor,
ever ready to die in the attempt, like a man on a mission from the
almighty, conducting his research on an increasingly regular basis
with no regard to the obvious toll these experiments were taking on
him. Such commitment must be saluted, despite the occasional
crying jags and pukefests Beau shared with us after too much time
spent in the laboratory. Aunt May allowed him to lead but was
always kindly offering suggestions for improvement.
“You're the first to arrive,” he said as I sat down and motioned to
Jackie, the current studlet in waiting who kept the patio crowd
watered and passive at our respective troughs, that a drink for me
and a new one for Beau and May was in order. “I don't know where
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The Boys are—probably doing some good deed after their Sunday
afternoon meeting, and Foxy said he'd be late—something about
needing to protect the home front because Suave has a line on
something scrumptious, glamorous, and far too expensive. Roger
scored last night, so who knows when we'll see him. Since he wasn't
here before me, that means it didn't go horribly. He’ll probably
spend the day wrestling with the bed sheets.”
Beau chewed ice and considered the now empty glass. “You are
right as always, Aunt May. Maybe a splash of grenadine and a spot
of soda.” He looked to her for approval and she inclined her head,
affirming his selection. Winking at Jackie, who was waiting patiently
for Beau's next iteration, Beau made a grand bow without
expending the effort required to actually lift his butt out of the chair.
“The moment has arrived. We have achieved once again, I believe,
the heights of perfection. I do love adding something so sweet that
it will make you puke as a counter point to the lime.” Jackie had
learned that commenting served only to invite arguments and
reduce his tip, so he bobbed his head and went to fetch our
libations. Jackie was the only employee who could carry contraband
across the border between Nacho Mama’s and Hoosier Daddy. While
few people were interested in food inside the bar, those relaxing on
the patio often wished to wash down their munchies with a brew or
two or something with a little more kick. Jackie officially worked for
Nacho, but provided anything the customers wanted, as long as the
tips were equivalent to the effort, efficiency, and undraping
required. Not that Jackie would turn tricks. A good waiter makes
more than a good whore any day or night, and can ply his trade
many years longer. However, Jackie could intimate more intimate
opportunities at the drop of a hat or the flash of a roll of bills. He was
also smart and witty. I hoped he would last a bit longer before being
installed on a pink pillow by some rich old collector somewhere out
of sight of us mere mortals.
Beau turned his attention to me. “You're looking a little haggard,
BB. Dare we dream you were exploring the seamier side of life last
night? Did you actually go out and about or were you in dancing
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with sin? Please, do not tell me you bowed to that inner need to put
your faux hunch on and sneak up to the belfry of St. Paul's again!
You simply must stop that, you know. You never get the girl. And it's
been done.”
Jackie arrived with our drinks and I paid him, lovingly following the
line of his smooth legs up to the frayed ends of his oh-so short cutoffs. I believe certain clothes should require a license to be
worn—short shorts, anything involving spandex, and all things
tight enough to allow crevice creep. Most people who insist on
wearing such clothes should not be granted said license, but not
Jackie . . . He was young enough and thin enough and . . . well, more
than enough. For Jackie and his ilk, such garments should not only
be allowed, but required. I only gazed because it would be an insult
not to. He would be hurt if I were to ignore his assets, and I would
never wish to inflict hurt or neglect upon such a vision.
Tearing my gaze away, I snapped at Beau’s knowing leer, “Now isn't
that Maude calling Mabel plain, you old cow. I am not looking
haggard. It is merely that staring at this radiance de moi through
your personal bitter haze that creates a problem in perception. I
spent a relaxing evening at home watching the Satyricon—great art
with ample spicing of ass, bulge, and weird to nicely pass the time. It
was intellectually stimulating and an amusing way to soak up the
ambiance of my personal domain. You could have come over, you
were invited.”
“BB, the mere idea of spending a Norman Rockwell evening
watching video, no matter how splendid, with you and your cats is
only slightly less enticing than sticking a fork in my eye and stirring
quickly. Besides, I had a hot date.”
“Date!? Is that what you are calling your latest chatroom fantasy?”
“This one's a real cutie.”
“Bullshit. You and I both know that every twenty-one-year-old
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godlet you meet online is in actuality a fat, balding troll with fur on
his back, wheezing in time to the KY rhythm he is pounding out,
while nestled in the corner of his mouth dangles a cheap, foul cigar
far bigger than his cock.”
Aunt May looked up at that, having been focused, as well as she
could, on her new drink. “You make me think of Thaddeus
Hitchcock. We girls all called him HorseDick Hitchcock. I once
seduced him behind the grape arbor, and I swear his cock was as
big around as my wrist. It really was.” Fanning herself with a small
handkerchief she pulled from her sleeve, she continued, “I am
certainly glad that we were out in the grape arbor. For if we had
been in a place where making love was possible, I do not know what
that monster would have done to me . . . despite the fact that I was
deeply curious to find how well I could have ridden him. He married
Evangeline Augustine the next week. I believe it was because she
was in a family way. Later, she confided to me that delivering her
child required less dilation than conception, although I am inclined
to believe she was exaggerating.” Aunt May turned her attention
back to her glass.
Beau, used to pausing whenever Aunt May began to proclaim,
rolled his eyes and continued, “That is why we never meet. No need
to let unpleasant reality destroy a perfectly luscious fantasy. It is the
ultimate in safe sex, my dear. All the passion without any of the
slimy appliances. And, when it's over, you just disconnect. None of
that unpleasant hemming and hawing and trying to think of
something to say other than ‘Oh baby, oh baby, oh.’ I'm sure you
have noticed that the attractiveness of your date always drains
away in direct proportion to your passion. The explosion, a beat,
and then the enticing flower quickly fades to a mess on the sheets
and a stranger in your bed. Online you don't have to face that
inevitable beauty drain. You have the same false picture at the end
that you had in your moment of glory. That's never going to happen
anywhere else. It's perfect.”
Before I could respond, Beau glanced up as the curtains between
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the bar and patio were flung aside. “Oh look. Here comes Tia. She's
early. I wonder what's up with that?”

Chapter 3
TiaRa Del Fuego

TiaRa slithered through the doorway, bending slightly to make sure
today’s wig did not get caught in the curtains. Black fishnet
stockings slithered up her luxurious gams, disappearing beneath a
gold lame mini fringed with tiny bells. A filmy, long wrap gathered at
the throat by a sparkling rhinestone butterfly broach protected her
from unwanted stares outside the club—or so she thought. Thin
enough to hate and broken enough to love, she glided effortlessly
between clusters of chairs and schmooze, propelled on her own
personal cloud, wafting toward our table.
Tia did not walk so much as she arrived. She seemed to be
bestowing her grace upon the mortals below from atop a slightly
soiled float in the yearly parade that was a smallish town's sole
claim to fame ‘Welcome to Hmdedumple Falls – Home of the Annual
Goober Day Parade!’
TiaRa would not be pure enough to be on the lead float with the
mayor, the Goober Day Princess, and her court of attending
Gooberettes. No, she would wave dreamily a few floats back on the
entry from the local ballroom dancing studio. Their float would
vaguely resemble a ballroom in a jungle. It would have been
originally created in a bygone, more glamorous era when a passing
knowledge of dance was a requisite ticket of entry into society. The
thankless task of slathering a thin coat of elegance on generations
of unwilling participants would have filled the coffers and allowed
such meager extravagances as the float to be created. However, the
float, like our Tia, would now be a bit faded and tarnished, with wear
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poking through the frills. Nevertheless, when Tia entered a room,
one could almost see her enveloped in the blare of tinny tango
music, in a slinky faux-leopard skin sheath, waving dreamily from
beneath a not-so-sparkling sequined banner that proclaimed
Amazon Temptresses Learn the Dance of Love.
Tia looked like a star. Well, actually, she looked like someone who
had once been a star many years ago before the ravages of fame
had irreparably damaged her. A bit of Jackie in the pink suit, a dash
of Norma Desmond. Wistful remembrances of Audrey peeking
around the edges, with large dollops of Bette at her crazy lady
best—Bette the Elder, not the Divine. Even when she dressed in an
attempt to be inconspicuous—with huge dark glasses, a
wraparound hat, and a plain summer-esque frock—Tia drew one's
eye. This was a personage. You could see it in strangers' eyes when
they met her, trolling their memories for who she had once been.
Tia was the biggest star in our little universe. Her unique,
melodically husky voice and stable of songs—largely crafted by
Thumper, her accompanist—made her the indisputable queen of
any performance of any merit in Magawatta. The owners of Hoosier
Daddy guaranteed the success of their Sunday evening shows when
they hired Tia to MC the performances. Many patrons came just to
see her and hear what she managed to turn her regular songs into
this time around. With Tia, each night was a new journey of
discovery, each song an adventure as she balanced on a high wire
far above us, pulled back and forth between glamour and mayhem.
She was also the only one able to corral each evening's mass of
individual dramas into a string of pearls for the night’s
performance.
Performers, as a rule, are large, egoed, stellar bodies around whom
they believe the universe revolves. Drag queens, as a rule, instead
of being made from sugar and spice and everything nice are more a
haphazard concoction of exhibitionist, self-delusion, insecurity,
and hysterical flamboyance. So, when one brings a bevy of boys
with counterfeit busts bursting with glamour, sequins, and trauma
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into a dank, small room filled with liquids and powders for putting in
and on, to create illusions within and without before being set loose
upon an unsuspecting, sometimes unwilling, often uncaring,
audience, who themselves have been indulging in a few libations of
various forms, the potential for shouts and tears billows ever near.
Over this weekly cauldron of constant near-catastrophe, TiaRa del
Fuego ruled supreme. Sometimes with divine diffidence,
sometimes through regal grandeur, and sometimes, if necessary,
by channeling hell's own bitch goddess, she would pat a head or a
butt at the proper moment, could pull a fit when needed, and was
always willing and able to yank someone from the lineup or bodily
off the stage at the last minute or beyond and step in. Using flattery,
encouragement, threats, and well-timed shoves, Tia always made
sure that from seven ‘til round about midnight every Sunday night,
Hoosier Daddy was alive with sounds of something approximating
music and a good time was had by most, when viewed through the
haze of the next day’s dawn.
Watching Tia perform was always an adventure. Thumper would lay
out a deceptively familiar and simple introduction, a welcome mat
into a suburban ranch house, but once inside, you began to notice
small, vaguely troubling discrepancies and angles slightly off-kilter.
Never performed quite the same, each song resembled Tia’s
favorite drink . . . “Anything luscious with a twist.”
Thumper would spin the underlying rhythms together with hints of
the melodies, bent over his keyboard like an alchemist stirring his
cauldron. Tia would sway gently amidst the cables, looking down
and far away, holding the microphone gingerly as if it was a divining
rod and her only hope of finding a way out of this world of unhappy
love. “This song is about love,” she would whisper into the mic. All of
Tia’s songs were about love . . . of one kind or another.
“Who’da thought that someone not so
cute and not so smart would steal my
heart, but you did so.
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Darling, yes, you did so.
When I thought I was making up the bed.
As it turned out I helped weave a web in
which you stung me. First to sleep and
then to . . . oh oh oh oh oh.
Okay, you’re cute. Okay, you’re smart.
Okay, we’re through and that’s a start.
My heart will mend and then after
several years . . .
We can do it all again.”
Entranced now in the world of You Did So, Tia would disappear for a
time into the song. Tia never merely sang. She became lost in the
words, the rhythms, the melody, the milieu. She often became
disoriented. Thumper, the master of his mistress’s domain,
provided a steady beacon through stormy seas, seamlessly
repeating riffs, until she discovered her place or trimming when
words were lost to the void, or dancing the music up to Tia’s place in
it and occasionally adding a backup vocal, beckoning her back to
the path when Tia had strayed too far afield to ever find her way
back.
Each time the song was a struggle—not a battle where she tried to
overpower and beat the song into submission—a gang fight with
the muse. No, with Tia, the adventure was a dance with a beautiful
viper. It might end with her being carried off or the song might slip
away, leaving her bereft or when the stars were right, it was a
sinuous, wonderful, dangerous delight. The words were never the
same, but as with all those who can touch brilliance and for a
moment, show us that crazy diamond, Tia transcended life during
those moments. And when that happened, we were not Sunday
evening lushes in a second-hand bar in a third-rate town. No, we
were one with the essence of the ages and it was good.
The spell would last until the song wound down and silence
descended. Then Thumper would fold his hands over his keyboard
as Tia looked up, seemingly not quite sure where she was. Slowly,
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called back to this world by the hoots and growing applause from
the audience, she would remember, smile, and reach for her drink.
And we would order another round.
Tia rarely came to our Sunday afternoon confabs. She usually
rested quietly at home, talking to no one. She made an entrance
around six-thirty to check that all was in readiness for the evening's
show. So, seeing her at a bit before five o’clock was unusual. As she
drifted toward our table, her eyes sparkled with excitement—a
further item of interest, as Tia's eyes were rarely more than dull and
glowing embers smoldering just beyond barely slitted lids at this
time of the day. Tia was not an early bird. “Who wants worms?” she
would ask. “The only worm I have any interest in is the little one at
the bottom of the mescal bottle, and I try to avoid that—it makes
me blue, for that is what I and Señor del Fuego were drinking before
his unfortunate spear fishing accident.”
“What's up Tia?” Beau asked. “To what do we owe this wild surprise?
Have you finally decided you can't live without me?” Beau had
decided years ago that all Tia needed to do to heal her savaged soul
was to settle down with him in wedded bliss. However, Beau had the
same epiphany concerning almost every person he met.
Unfortunately, while he regularly arrived at such revelations in his
mind, he never gathered the courage to share said realization with
the other person. He preferred to wait for his intended de jour to
throw themselves at him—feeling that to make the first move
would make him appear needy, which he was. So, he mostly made
off-hand comments, occasionally took home a passing stranger,
and tended to drink enough not to notice the disparity between his
internal and external relationships.
“Hush, Beauregard. Aunt May, you look divine as always. Hello, BB.
I've been up since . . . well, all night. I have news.” She sat and drew
up her chair. Jackie immediately appeared with a drink. Jackie
hoped to be in the show one day and regarded Tia with obvious awe
topped with a smidge of lust. This was, after all, the Mistress of
Ceremony. She had traveled all over the world and had learned her
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skills under the tutelage of the legendary Trauma Joe. Touching
Jackie's cheek, Tia smiled, knowing how she affected the boy-child.
“Thank you, sweetie. And my, aren't you a scrumptious nibble
today? Ah, to be that tight again . . ..” Jackie floated away, having
been to the door of Heaven, and all was good on Earth. Tia turned
with a smile, knowing she had just made his day.
“I have spent most of the night speaking on the phone with my
gentleman friend. Our acquaintance has suddenly taken a turn for
the serious.” She took a sip of her drink, allowing the pause to build
our interest. “Pumpkins, he has asked me to join him post-haste so
that he may build a club around my persona, befitting, as he puts it,
the plentitude of my perspicacious performing perfection. It is to be
the biggest, most extravagant show bar in Tallahassee, Florida. Tia's
Tallahassee House of Fire!”
“House of Fire?” Beau asked, not seeing the connection.
“Del Fuego, my dear. Del Fuego. Of fire I was conceived, and of fire I
always shall be until my ashes are blown by the big butch god of
wind into a volcano in the Pacific. My gentleman friend has said it
will be a sparkling jewel, a magnet for the nuevo glitteratti from all
across the South. He has the floorplans, the perfect location, has
started construction, and is ready to begin to frost the cake. He
wants me there right away to make sure everything is exactly to my
liking. So, I do believe I must fold my caravansary and fly to my
destiny.”
“What! Leave! When?!”
“This week, possums. In fact, this very evening. My gentleman
friend was most insistent that I must control every bit of the
creation at this moment of magic. He is flying up tonight to pack my
things and drive them down. I, of course, shall fly down and meet
him. He insisted.
“Tonight will be my last show. I shall announce it at the beginning of
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the second set. But I must see the owners beforehand. They have
been so kind, it would be unfair to leave without giving them at least
a moment's notice.”
“Tia, you simply cannot leave. I cannot bear the thought of a Tia-less
future stretching before me like a New Mexico highway reaching for
tomorrow's horizon with no promise of anything but waves of heat
and boredom,” Beau wailed. “Something must be done.”
“Now hush, little one. This town was here before I came and will be
here before I leave and you will churn on, boats against the tide.”
“It is my belief,” Aunt May started, “that before setting up shop with
a gentleman friend, it is best to ensure his trousers are well filled in.
Front, as well as back. And by back, I mean his wallet. And by front, I,
of course, mean his—”
Nacho Mama rolled up, interrupting Aunt May, and fixed us all with
a baleful glare. “What's this horseshit, Miss Tia?” Tia was the only
person Nacho showed any deference toward, always calling her
Miss Tia. “You're leaving?”
“Word travels so quickly in this place.” Tia smiled. “I must talk to the
owners before they hear it from someone other than me.”
“Just a few questions,” Nacho growled. “First, does this boy o’ yours
got himself a name other than gentleman friend? Next, how much is
he paying you for your services . . . in the bar I mean. And last, have
you seen anything in writing?”
“Oh, Nacho, you are so dour,” Tia husked. “I have not been so crude
as to bring up my share in the business. He, however, has been most
insistent that we will be equal partners in everything. He will
provide the business expertise, and I shall provide the glamour.
Each of us specializing in our own unique talent.”
“Mmm-hmm,” Nacho snorted. “And I suppose you'll be staying with
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him when you get down there.”
“Certainly not!” Tia appeared taken aback. “A girl must not appear
cheap. He agreed to set me up in an apartment of my own. He
already has found a lovely place. His description made my eyes tear.
It sounds as if all my dreams have at last come true. I wired him the
money for a down payment and his plane ticket via the web last
night.”
“You what?!” Nacho shouted. “In what world does that constitute
him setting you up in a place? It sounds like he is setting you up for
something all right. . . Setting you up for a fall.”
“Oh, Nacho, you are such a mother um . . . hen, always watching out
for your little lambs. But this time your suspicions are ungrounded.
There is a special feeling in my. . . my heart when I talk with him. I am
quite sure that Mr. Franklin is truly my knight in shining armor.”
“Listen, Miss Tia, you got it sounding like this is some kind of
menagerie—hens and lambs. I look around and mostly I see hogs,
and that’s an insult to the hogs. But you, you got too much class for
most people, and you ain’t particularly good at picking winners
unless you are planning to put em in a show. You know this ain't the
first time you have gone off half-cocked for some cock and a half
dickhead. Didn't you learn nothin’ last time when we had to fly
Roger all the way out to Portland to rescue you from that whack job
lumberjack? You had a special feeling then and you almost ended
up as a—”
Tia held a silencing finger to her lips. “Shhh . . . no more about that.
The two men and the two situations are nothing alike. That was
about passion. This is about magical connections on a higher
plane.”
Nacho Mama's eyes rolled. Grabbing a match from the folds of the
muumuu, Nacho applied it to the ever present cigar.. “You gotta live
your life, Miss Tia. You got more talent in one eyelash than most
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have in their whole body. But I want you to do one thing for me, then
I'll let you go and not bother you anymore. I want Mr. Franklin's full
name.”
Coughing and waving away the smoke, Tia smiled. “Why of course.
It will be on the wedding invitations in due course. It is William
Bonney Franklin.” Tia kissed her hand and gently pasted the kiss on
Nacho's face, turned, and drifted leisurely toward the owner's
office.
Beau was beside himself. “House of Fire! It sounds like a damn rib
joint. And what's up with that Tia-phile’s name? That can’t be real.
William Bonney Franklin. Hmmm . . . Bill Franklin . . . it’s a play on the
hundred-dollar bill. He’s a crook for sure! Or Bonny Franklin. Wasn’t
she an actress on some sitcom and on Broadway? I seem to
remember professionally perky and awful songs. Do you think he's
related to her?”
I had watched the entire scene unable to squeeze a word in. One
usually discovers more information by starting the ball rolling and
then quietly observing from a distance. However, with Tia gone, the
time to converse was upon us.
“Bonnie Franklin might have been in sitcoms and musicals, but her
greatest work, I believe, was her video, which is unfortunately no
longer available, I Hate to Exercise, But I Love to Tap. Now that
was great film making!”
Beau was too upset to be intrigued. “What the fuck are you talking
about, BB? Tia is going to leave! In six months, she'll be slinging
hash in some truck stop in Florida completely under the spell of that
scalawag and unable to break free. I will be forever lost in an
unending sea of despair, angst, and ennui, beached on the dismal
shores of the isle de hopeless!”
Aunt May patted his arm. “Now, Beau, Tia will come to her senses
soon enough. She’s just a bit bored and in need of some new man
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dangles.” She sighed. “I can understand her plight. I did love
growing up in Honeysuckle Springs, but the pool of men was so
small, I often just had to go down to Naw’leans and grab some
stranger off the street, just for a little variety. Why I remember one
time—”
“I can’t listen to a single word more about Southern men. They are
contemptible beasts, every last one of them,” Beau interrupted,
something he never did to Aunt May. He signaled to Jackie to bring
him three more drinks. It was time to watch out, dahlinks. Beau was
going to have a bumpy twilight.
Nacho grunted, puffed the noxious cigar, letting loose a gutwrenching cloud, and rolled toward the kitchen. “Bonnie Franklin
don’t worry me. She can't cause any more pain than the ouch of bad
acting. William Bonney, on the other hand, is a completely different
story.”
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